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Study shows the impact of climate change link hazard to women , children     
A report by a commission of the Ministry of Women and Child Development has following findings about theclimate change
effect on the populations of different states . The report says :

              Women and Children in Bihar , Gujrat , Uttar Pradesh , Andhra Pradesh , West Bengal, and Telangana are particularly 
              vulnerable to climate change related disaster .
               Children exposed to climate hazards are more likely to be stunted , underweight , and more vulnerable to early pregnancies .
               The northern plains including UP is the hotspot for stunting , while Maharashtra and Madhya Pradesh are hotspot for 
               underweight children  

Will Modi follow his ‘ rule ‘ leave politics at 75 , asks Kejriwal    
Arvind Kejriwal campaigned in Delhi on Thursday . Mr. Kejriwal said that , voting for Modi would mean voting for Amit Shah .
Mr. Kejriwal cited a norm Modi has forced in BJP to retire at age of 75 . Mr Modi will be of 75 in 2025 .2
“ If the governmentis formed , they first dispose of Yogi Adityanath , and then make Amit Shah PM of the country. PM Modi is
asking for votes for Amit Shah . Will Am2it Shah fulfil Modi’s guarantees ? “ 
Recently Telangana CM Revanth Reddy in a rally had cited similar claims .
“ First L K Advani was made to retire , then Murli Manorhar Joshi , Sumitra Mahajan and Yashwant .If this pattern constitutes I
would be the PM candidate ? 
He added that Mr Modi was a One Nation One leader‘ mission to impose “dictatorship“ by putting opposition leaders behind bar.
Mr Kejriwal also said that Modi in his new term will oust leaders like Shivraj Singh Chauhan and Raman Singh

Modi will finish his third term as PM , says Amit Shah     
Union Home Minister Amit Shah on saturday said that PM Modi will complete his third term and there was no confusion about
this in the party .
Talking to press persons Mr Shah claimed that his party will win more than 200 seats in first three phases of elections 
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Official of EC have to decide , where the stand : Kharge     
EC on Friday had issued a rebuttal to letter to Mr Kharge on his charges of “ discrepancies in voting data “ .
EC had called it a “ attempt to push a biased narrative under the guise of seeking clarifications “ .
Congress President has written a letter to EC in reply to EC’s rebuttal letter said that Congress was on its side but it was EC to
decide which side it was .
Mr Kharge further wrote , The letter on one hand says the EC respects citizens rights to ask questions and on the other hand
threatens citizens in the form of advise to caution .
Mr Kharge also alleged EC of ignoring compliant against PM Modi filed by opposition. 

       WORLD     
UAE slams Netanyahu for saying Gulf state could run Gaza 

 The Israeli President on Saturday said that Gulf nations could be involved in aiding future governments in Gaza after the war
UAE:s foreign minister , Sheikh Abdullah Al Nahyan rebuked Mr Netanyahu in a post on X 
“The UAE stresses that the Israeli Prime Minister not have does not have legal capacity to take this step ,and the UAE refuses to
be drawn in any plan aimed at providing Israeli coverage at Gaza strip “ .

Author Ruskin bond awarded Sahtiya Academy Fellowship     
Eminent author Ruskin bond has been awarded the Sahitya Academy fellowship 

As FSSAI checks samples , industry body tells spice distributors to limit stock     
The All India Consumer Products Distributors Federation (AICPDF) , has asked distributors to limit stocking of packaged spice
products 
This comes after several countries recently claimed that exports had some contaminats  

US criticises Israel for use of American weapons in Gaza 
The United States has criticised Israel for using American weapons in Gaza war .
In a recent report released on Friday that it was “ reasonable to assess “ that Israel has used weapons in a way inconsistent with
international humanitarian law during seven month war .
US has stopped certain types of offensive weapons to Israel .
The US has warned that reputational damage of Israel will suffer if it storm the Rafah city where an estimated 1.4 million
citizens are sheltering .
Meanwhile , Israel has expanded its operation in Rafah . One third of the city has been cleared .
Israel has evacuated more than 1.4 million Palestinians from Rafah .
Rafah is the main entry point from Gaza into Egypt
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Flash floods kill more than 300 people in Afghanistan    
Flash floods from an unusual heavy rain in Afghanistan have killed more than 300 people and destroyed over 1,000 houses ,
the UN food agency said .
Provinces of Baghlan , Ghor , Herat , Badlakhasan is the worst hit  

  FAQ           
What are the rules on contesting seats ?    

Recently Rahul Gandhi filed nomination for Rae Bareli . He is also a candidate from Wayanad .
Currently the Representation of People’s Act ( RPA ) rules ,1951 says that a candidate can file nomination from a maximum two
seats . 
However if the candidate wins from both the seats , he has to vacant one of the seats . A by-election will be conducted later on
the vacant seats .
This however can create big problem when many candidate start filing from more than one seats.In that case many seats will go
vacant after the election results . And many seats will have to go for by election . Till now such problem has not resurfaced .
And the idea that a candidate can stand from only one seat has been scrapped till now .
The age for a person to contest Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha elections is 25 years and 30 years respectively  

How is India streamlining the Pharma sector ?    
India’s drug regulator , the Central drugs Standard Control Organisation ( CDSCO ) recently has recently withdrawn power
delegated to state licensing authorities to issue NOC of manufacturer approved , banned or new drugs for export purposes .
The announcement has came amid scrutiny after several countries complained of substandard drugs.
CDSCO is now the sole authority for issuing manufa  




